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There are few acceptable places to play Free Joe Exotic outside of your own headphones. On the jaw-dropping track, Flint, Michigan-raised Bfb Da Packman raps about how he would rather hurl himself from a bridge than wear a condom, twists the Sour Patch Kids slogan into a pun about oral sex, and accuses a girl of telling a tall tale about
the size of his junk: She said she can feel it in her stomach, stop capping/Ol lyin ass bitch, my dick aint that big. And all thats in just the first verse. Not even in Michigan, the current rap capital of darkly funny shit talking, will you find anyone thinking more unholy thoughts than Packman. Alphonse Pierre Until the singer croaks, there are no
words in I Wanna Be The Guy. It shares a name with another song out on the same Planet Mu album, and the sisters duo record as Cardboard Dreams, here showcasing their lovely falsetto over the worlds least grandiose accompaniments. Its a fun, nervous joyride, using just a few chords to transition up and down the emotional spectrum.
And I Wanna Be The Guy, its like a mixture of Adele and Lana Del Ray at a private pop-up happening. Cardboard Dreams Even against the ludicrously bombastic backdrop of its closing track, this awesomely cool rock song sounds like a rush of gasping lungs, a seizure of uncontrolled joy, sweat pouring off your forehead. Its honestly some of
the best free-form improvisation Lush ever committed to tape, and the fact that it was recorded in a single take is just an added bonus. Its familiar for one reason: weve all been there, you know the feeling you get in your extremities when youre so fiercely in love that you actually forget to breathe. Paddy Clarke
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What do you do when your best friend in the world is yourself? In late 2019, Spider Man: Into The Spider Verses Kevin Feige got the band back together for a high-concept reboot. Thesping around as Peter Parker/Spider-Man, Miles Morales (Michael Morales) is now a more traditionally web-slinging, thrill-seeking teenager in his own right.
While that gives him a freedom he never could have had as Peter Parker in his earlier years, its also creating a mystique around Miles that often belies the realities of his situation. Playing the classic Miles Morales Spider-Man in Into the Spider Verses neighborhood, that hes something of a prodigy with a whole slew of unexplained talents, is
an aesthetic choice that creates a kind of narrative escapism he could never find as the classic Tony Stark version of Peter Parker. Its an example of the kind of meta storytelling that Feige and Marvel have been doing to great effect in the movies, and in this case its a rather heroic one in which Miles figures out that he shouldnt be Spider-

Man without having his own personal change that he has to make. It wants to be a big superhero story. Instead, it becomes a story about many young men finding their own sense of heroism. Robbie Thompson Jay Som started out with a simple and plaintive message: that shes a little dissatisfied with the path the world seems to be
traveling. She wrote that to herself on a post it note on one of her bedroom walls. It was an emotional moment. Over the course of her debut full-length, 2016s Romance, Jay Som showed, through a series of songs full of emotional sincerity, that she could write a whole album about her feelings, and its too-bad-thats-what-s-happening-now-I-
have-to-go-out-with-my-friends and too-bad-thats-life-might-be-overkind of song. The advent of 2020s I Wanna Be The Guy found Jay Som already grown into her company, but the album still sounds surprisingly, refreshingly unresolved. Where her older songs would end on a whimper or find her making the most of her situation, her songs
on I Wanna Be The Guy still haven’t found a permanent place in the world. They keep coming back to longing, to the nagging question of “what are we supposed to do with this whole world.” Every time she brings that up, though, it seems to make her feel a little better about things, and it makes the album feel more “real” in the sense of

being a really, actually sad album that seems to speak to how we’re feeling right now. Andrew Unterberger 5ec8ef588b
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